Activity alternative to
Meet Mr Angry Ant  Section 4: Suggested Strategies

Title:

Cooperative Board-game as a
Literacy Product for this Unit

Telling a New Story: Envisaging anger
management strategies in picture book form

Activity:

Creating a picture book which tells the story of a child
calming themselves down (anger-management strategy)

Goals:


To use the picture book When Sophie Gets Angry- Really, Really Angry…
by Molly Bang as a template for children to create (write and illustrate)
their own stories about how they deal with anger



To describe and represent alternative or replacement behaviours to outof-control anger in picture book form



To focus in on a specific anger-management strategy and flesh out what it looks and
feels like in practice



To experiment with colour and design as a means of conveying emotion in picturemaking and specifically to tell a story (in picture form) that conveys a journey from
from anger to calm (with potential inclusion of a restoration process)



To provide a relevant key literacy product for the Meet Mr Angry Ant! Unit and an
alternative to the Cooperative Boardgame presented in the original Angry Ant Unit
(Activity Card 16).



For students to engage in a task in which “choices and actions” are clearly delineated
and emphasised

Suggested Delivery (including Timeframe): (4-5 lessons at very minimum)


These activities should be conducted over a series of lessons. You need to allow time
for: 1/ initial engagement with the When Sophie Gets Angry picture book, 2/ picture book
analysis, 3/ task briefing, planning and preparation towards students making their own version,
4/ the drafting, editing and final production process. You could even factor in time for
students to trial their books with a younger group of students (eg K-1 students).



This activity brings together a number of key outcomes in the Angry Ant Unit, and
meets various syllabus outcomes in Visual Arts, PDHPE & English, as well as some
elements highlighted in the National Curriculum as part of its focus on Personal &
Social Capability, so it is well worth the investment of time.



The production component of this task may be completed by students individually or in
pairs or small groups, depending on the students and situation.



Students may use their cartooning/ drawing skills to illustrate the book or use a digital
camera to take still shots of role-play scenes or use a combination of both of these
techniques.

1.

Teaching

Initial engagement with the When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really
Angry picture book (suggested guide for discussion provided)

Sequence:

2.

Picture book analysis

3.

Task briefing

4.

Planning and preparation towards students making their own version

5.

Production process (including drafting & editing etc)

6.

Assessment (including possibility of providing a more “public” forum
for presenting/ trialling the final product)

Materials:



Copy(ies) of When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry by Molly Bang



Task Instructions & worksheets



Assessment Task Proforma



Computer & data projector



Materials for designing/ illustrating: B/2B pencils, eraser, coloured
pencils and pens, felt-tip pens



If taking photos you will need: props, costumes, digital camera, printer,
a simple graphics editing software program, access to PCs etc

PURCHASING & COPYRIGHT INFORMATION
If you choose to implement this activity card with your students then you are choosing to obtain at least one physical
copy of the picture book When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry by Molly Bang for use in the class room.
For copyright purposes, the text and pictures used in this Activity card are for review purposes and for educational
instruction, published here on a not-for-profit basis only. If your school does not already have a copy of the book then it
is highly recommended for its very powerful, emotive and engaging illustrations, its focus on emotional regulation, as
well as its obvious complementarity to the themes in the Angry Ant Unit.
When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry by Molly Bang is published by The Blue Sky Press, an imprint of
Scholastic Inc. (New York), 1999. It can be purchased on-line through a variety of booksellers or potentially ordered
through a local retailer. Before purchasing, to get a gauge of how the illustrations and text work together, a number of
different readings of the picture book are available on YouTube eg www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9D49RqSsgY
Molly Bang is an American author and illustrator and has written numerous children’s picture books as well as a number
of books for adults. When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry is a “Caldecott Honor Book”, USA (2000).

Teacher Information
Activity
Components:








8 Ways of
Aboriginal Learning

Visual representation of ideas
Interpreting and analysing visual representation of ideas and feelings through use of symbolism,
imagery and colour
Experimenting with colour and symbols as well as creating visual images which represent feelings
Planning and representing: a simple picture book with a movement from anger to calmness
Constructing a final literacy product (bringing together key ideas from the Unit)
Cooperative based learning
Deconstruct/ Reconstruct

Story Sharing

Community Links (cooperative
activity)

Symbols and Images

Teaching/ Learning
Focus

Transformation/ Production & Presentation: Making learning public:












The need for students to demonstrate their learning
The need to represent ideas visually
The need to analyse/ interpret and represent the impacts of behaviour
choices (as a process of developing self-awareness)
The need to analyse (deconstruct) and then reconstruct or put together in a
new way
The need for learning to be fun (and exploratory)
The need to use exploratory talk
The need to learn how to listen and work together
The need to work together to achieve a common goal
The need to position students as experts
The need to create a genuine context/ forum for assessment
The need to publically acknowledge learning outcomes

Helpful Links: When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry… by Molly Bang


www.mollybang.com/Pages/sophie.html This part of Molly Bang’s own website gives background information on
the text by the author including links to pages containing suggestions for using the book in a class room setting.
Amongst other things her questions contain a Visual Arts focus which is helpful angle when looking at the way
emotion is conveyed through colour and imagery (See also Extension Task 20 in the main Meet Mr Angry Ant Unit
for activities which focus on the vocabulary of colour and emotion.)

Some Additional Suggestions and Tips
PHOTO STORY-TELLING TIP: Many digital photography printing websites offer photo
books as one of their purchasable products e.g. Snapfish (Hewlett-Packard), Harvey
Norman Photo Centre, Big W Photos.
Students could upload their photos to a selected website and utilise one of the photo-book
formats to create their own published book, which certainly elevates the overall
presentation of the finished product (for a cost). The process of adapting their picture book
plan to fit the limitations of a provided software program can offer an important experience
in thinking laterally (and being flexible), factoring in cost (e.g. limiting pages to reduce cost),
selecting fonts & layouts to ensure that the desired outcomes are actually achieved and
checking thoroughly to ensure a final copy is error-free (it is not fun to pay for something to
be printed, thinking everything is correct and then later find mistakes in the hard copy).
COST: Many of the quite small 20-22 page softcover photo-books are relatively cheap to
print (approx. $10 plus postage) and if you are a member, there can be some good
promotional deals, or sometimes pick-up is available (which eliminates postage cost).
http://omazingkidsyoga.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/calm-picture-activity.jpg
This is an interesting visual representation and visualisation activity that could be
conducted in a primary or secondary class room with students as a relaxation exercise (1015 minutes). It is relevant to this Activity Card because of its emphasis on colour and the
different connotations we have for the various colours of the spectrum. It is also a way of
focusing children’s attention on what makes them feel calm and how to calm themselves
inwardly, all part of creating habits and practices that will support self-awareness and selfregulation of emotion.
Activity Card 20 (Extension Task): This is a vocabulary enrichment task included in the
original Angry Ant Unit and is worth doing alongside this Picture Book production task. It
explores the vocabulary of colour (eg azure, magenta, ebony, ivory) and the connotations
and cultural associations of the various colours on the colour spectrum. It involves
categorisation and sorting of words and includes an opportunity for students to
meaningfully engage with dictionaries for a specific and achievable purpose.

Personal & Social Capability – National Curriculum
The rationale for the development of all the picture books and teaching Units in this
“Changing Minds” Series (Bigger than the Bully, Meet Mr Angry Ant!, The Seed,
Caterpillar Steps & Me, See, Be) is an explicit focus on building pro-social
behaviours in school communities, i.e. building personal and social capability. As
such the various Units in the series include activities designed to build skills and
awareness such as:
Recognising and naming emotions, including degrees of emotion
Reflecting on behavioural triggers and emotional responses, towards self-regulation of
emotions (including self-calming strategies and anger-management)
 Identifying, recognising and valuing personal qualities, personal strengths and
achievements in self and others
 Expressive communication and building self-confidence (including vocabulary for
assertive communication and naming of emotions, and reflecting on the value of
speaking up and being true to yourself, as well as listening to others)
Social skills to support working independently and cooperatively to achieve goals e.g. listening (paying attention, being quiet,
tuning in), turn-taking, putting forward ideas, sharing ideas, negotiating conflict





In addition, positive psychology provides a key framework for activities, especially in The Seed unit, the focus of which is
supporting students to reflect on their lives with a positive focus, in terms of daily happenings and events but also in
terms of personal narrative, in order to build a sense of dignity and self-worth, which is integral to the development of
student well-being, resilience and positive engagement in life.

Additional Syllabus Outcomes: The Arts/ Visual Arts (National Curriculum)

Years 3-4

NB: These outcomes are additional to those highlighted in the main Introduction to the Angry Ant Unit.

Outcome Code & Description

Relevant Elaboration/s

ACAVAM111 Use materials, techniques and
processes to explore visual conventions when
making artworks





ACAVAM112 Present artworks and describe
how they have used visual conventions to
represent their ideas



comparing the visual conventions in artworks made for specific purposes, for example, how the
artist represents an idea to show the audience a particular viewpoint

Years 5-6

ACAVAM116 Plan the display of artworks to
enhance their meaning for an audience



ACAVAM115 Develop and apply techniques
and processes when making their artworks




Years 7-8



selecting and experimenting with forms, styles, materials and technologies to explore symbolic use
of visual conventions used by various cultures and times, for example, how colour and pattern are
perceived as symbolic in different cultures
practising a variety of techniques and use various technologies to find different ways of interpreting
a theme and/or subject matter, for example, making a simple animation or storybook
manipulating and experimenting with combinations of various materials and technologies to create
predictable effects, for example, using crosshatching to create tone or design elements to focus
attention in a composition
applying art and design techniques effectively and safely, such as modelling and joining clay,
marbling on paper, designing and printing a pattern

ACAVAM119 Develop ways to enhance their
intentions as artists through exploration of
how artists use materials, techniques,
technologies and processes



reflecting critically on how effectively their ideas or feelings have been expressed in their own
artworks, and that of others
enhancing and practising their art making skills in using a range of materials and technologies
Considering viewpoints – materials and technologies: What is the artwork made of? How does the
choice of material enhance the audience’s understanding of the artist’s intention? What made you
want to touch this sculpture?
Considering viewpoints – meanings and interpretations: For example – Can you identify implied
meaning from the symbols and codes within the artwork?
discussing and documenting their choices of representation to strengthen meaning and viewpoints
in their artwork
imagining and refining their visual and spatial representations of the world, combining a variety of
technologies
developing and refining practical and technical skills when designing, fabricating and constructing
visual arts images and objects, employing safe and sustainable practices
reflecting, adjusting, modifying and evaluating their own artwork through consistent critical
assessment, and refining intentions and viewpoints when making, responding to and displaying
artworks
extending technical competence when using selected techniques, such as printmaking, brush
techniques in painting, digital editing, shaping 3D forms

ACAVAM120 Develop planning skills for artmaking by exploring techniques and
processes used by different artists
ACAVAM121 Practise techniques and
processes to enhance representation of ideas
in their art-making







Do you think this book is going to be about
PRE-READING:
What do you think?

“out of control anger”? How do you know?
Who do you think this book might be
written for (intended reader age group)?

What can you observe about the
illustration here?

After reading…
What is the trigger for Sophie getting angry? What are the related emotions?

What actually happens when she gets “really, really angry”?
What is her behaviour like? (Link this to what you know about the physiology of anger)

How does she calm herself down? What strategy does she use?

How do we know everything is resolved in the end?



In a few words,

What is this picture book
about?

Who is it about?
Who is it written for?

What is the main
message it is trying to get
across?

Up Close…

She kicks. She screams. She wants to
smash the world to smithereens.
She roars a red, red roar.
Sophie is a volcano, ready to explode.

At each stage…
And when Sophie gets angry – really really






What is happening
here? What is
Sophie doing?

angry… …she runs!

How is Sophie
engaging with the
world around her
now?

run anymore.

What impact does
this have on her?

She runs and runs and runs until she can’t

Then for a little while she cries.
Now she sees the rocks, the trees and
ferns. She hears a bird.
She comes to the old beech tree. She
climbs.
She feels the breeze blow her hair. She
watches the water and the waves.
The wide world comforts her.

The house is warm and smells good.
Everyone is glad she’s home.
Everything’s back together again.
And Sophie isn’t angry anymore.

Up Close: Looking at how

is used

Have a look closely at the illustrations in the picture book
When Sophie Gets Angry. How has Molly Bang used colour
to make meaning?

She roars a
red, red roar.

The wide world
comforts her.

 When/ how does Molly Bang
use these colours?
 What feelings come across?

Everything’s back
together again.

Molly Bang, author and illustrator of When Sophie gets Angry – Really,

Really Angry… writes about the process of illustrating her book:
“I made the pictures of gouache, which is a thick, mud-like paint and which
feels nice and gucky when painted thickly. It is very satisfying to paint
exuberant feelings with gouache. I began the book with bright pinks and
purples and chartreuse, turning to reds and oranges when Sophie gets
angry, then turning to browns, then blues and greens as she calms down,
and then using the full palette when she returns home, "whole" again. It
was interesting to notice how angry I felt while I was making the angry
pictures, and how much calmer I felt when I was painting with the blues
and greens.”
Source: www.mollybang.com/Pages/sophie.html
Visual Art Task:
Select an art medium (eg paint,

anger

collage, crayon, pastel) to make two
different abstract art works entitled:
“Anger” and “Calm”. Think about how
you use colour and shape as you go
about representing these emotions in
graphic form.
During the art-making process:
Notice: What feelings arise for you

calm

while you are art-making?
After you have finished…
Think about: Review everyone’s
completed art works together. Which
ones make the greatest emotional
impact? Why do you think this is so?

When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry
by Molly Bang
Orientation &
Complication
(Who and what is
involved/ what goes
wrong)

Sequence of Events
(This tells us what
happened as a result
of the initial
situation)

Sophie was busy playing when … [MY TURN] …
her sister grabbed Gorilla.
“No!” said Sophie.
“Yes!” said her mother. “It is her turn now
Sophie.”

story participants
This tells us how
Sophie came to get
angry (initial
circumstances)

As her sister snatched Gorilla away…Sophie fell
over the truck.

This description of

Oh, is Sophie every angry now! She kicks. She
screams. She wants to smash the world to
smithereens. She roars a red, red roar. Sophie
is a volcano, ready to explode. And when Sophie
gets angry – really really angry……she runs!
[PABAM]

helps us to see

what happens,
the main
character’s journey
from
anger

She runs and runs and runs until she can’t run
anymore. Then, for a little while, she cries.
Now she sees the rocks, the trees and ferns.
She hears a bird. She comes to the old beech
tree. She climbs. She feels the breeze blow her
hair. She watches the water and the waves. The
wide world comforts her.
Sophie feels better now. She climbs back down
... and heads for home.
Resolution
(This brings the
sequence of events to
a finish and the initial

The house is warm and smells good. Everyone is
glad she’s home.
Everything’s back together again. And Sophie
isn’t angry anymore.

to calm
The initial family
and participants
are re-visited but

problem to a sense of

in a resolved

being “fixed” or

state.

resolved.)

Designing & Making a Picture Book

Bringing together our learning:
Designing & Making a Picture Book

Using what you have learned about anger from your study of Meet Mr Angry Ant!, your
job is to:


Design and make a picture book which highlights one anger-management or selfcalming strategy in a similar way to When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry…

This will bring together all the things you have learned about:








Angry behaviour – what it looks like (and what it sounds like and feels like)
The physiology of anger – what is happening in our bodies when we get angry and what happens
when we calm down
Personal triggers – what things might contribute to us feeling angry, what specific circumstances
might provoke us in the moment
Related emotions e.g. jealousy, hurt, frustration
Strategies for calming ourselves down once we are angry e.g. counting to 5 or 10, taking time out,
listening to music, going for a walk, talking to someone etc.
Cartooning and/or role-playing emotions (you may choose to take digital still shots for this task)
Colours and their perceived meanings/ connotations

The things that you should try and include in your book are the same things that make
When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry… work as a book. They include:
1.

a clear and simple focus on ONE self-calming/ anger-management strategy only

2.

the main character making a clear journey from anger to calm

3.

a logical structure:
 Orientation and Complication: telling us the initial circumstances of how the main
character came to get angry and introducing the reader to the key participants involved
 a clear Sequence of Events – describing the angry behaviour and then describing the
process of self-calming in action (the journey from anger to calm)
 Resolution: bringing the main character back to their original setting in a calm state and
with a sense of reconcilement/ resolution “back together again”

4.

Some simple cartooning techniques, such as:
 ways of showing dialogue and thoughts
 ways of portraying feelings (facial expressions, shapes and lines)
 use of colour to portray emotion

Student:

Date:

Highly Achieved

Satisfactorily achieved

Effort apparent but
not quite there

Needs much more work

Meet Mr Angry Ant/ When Sophie Gets Angry – Picture Book Task

4

3

2

1

Chosen title/ theme:

Performance Criteria for Task:

Marks
1.

Has a clear and simple positive focus on one self-calming or angermanagement strategy

2.

Orientates readers to the different characters and initial situation,
including the personal trigger for anger

Shows a clear and logical sequence in conveying its message :
Orientation to the problem AND what the strategy is
4. A movement from anger to calm as the self-calming
strategy is applied
5. A sense of resolution at the end
3.

6.

Uses colour to portray different emotions graphically – both anger and
calm (and the journey from anger back to calm)

7.

Clearly depicts the different emotions in the picture book so that the
intensity of emotion is conveyed

8.

Overall visual presentation and layout (clear and logical)

9.

Working with others

10.

Working independently
SUB-TOTAL

Comments

TOTAL

Teacher Initials/ Date:

Strengths

/40

Goals for Improvement (or next time):

Planning your Picture Book …
What will your title be?

CARTOONING

What self-calming strategy will you
focus on?
What characters will you
need to draw? What will they
be like?

How will you portray the
journey from anger to calm?

(How will you show anger?

How will you show the
calming process?)

Other notes and ideas:

Planning page

Story Title: _________________________________________
Author/s: _____________________________________
Orientation &

_______________________________________________________ 

Who are your story participants going

Complication

_______________________________________________________

to be?

(Who and what is

_______________________________________________________

involved/ what goes



What are the initial circumstances in
which your main character comes to

_______________________________________________________

get angry?

Sequence of Events

_______________________________________________________ 

What anger-management or self-

(This tells us what

_______________________________________________________

calming strategy are you focusing

wrong)

happened as a result
of the initial
situation)

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

on?


What will your main character do
to move from anger to calm?

_______________________________________________________ 

How will you describe this process?

_______________________________________________________ anger
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ calm
Resolution
(This brings the

_______________________________________________________

sequence of events to

_______________________________________________________

a close and the initial
problem to a sense of
being “fixed” or
resolved.)



How will you show that things
are resolved?

_______________________________________________________ 

How will you bring your story

_______________________________________________________

to a close?

Simple Storyboard












